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Abstract— This paper proposes the design of a dual frame

cascaded PI controller for the three phase PWM boost rec-

tifier under unbalanced supply voltage conditions by using

singular perturbation method. By inducing two-time-scale

motions, namely fast motion sub-system and slow motion

sub-system, the desired output transient performance can

be achieved with stability conditions imposed on the fast

and slow modes with a sufficiently large mode separation

rate. The proposed controller is also insensitive to the non-

linearities of the system and the variations in the plant pa-

rameters. Experimental test results obtained on a 1.6 kVA

laboratory based PWM rectifier, validate that the controller

can guarantee constant dc link voltage and unity power fac-

tor operation under the unbalanced supply voltage operat-

ing conditions.

Keywords— Nonlinear system control; Power converters;

Modelling; Singular perturbation method;

I. Introduction

The boost PWM rectifier has been increasingly employed
for high-performance applications in recent years, because
it offers the possibility of low line current distortions with
unity power factor operation and constant dc-link voltage
with a small output filter capacitor. However, all the ad-
vantages of the PWM boost rectifier are valid only with
the assumption of balanced input supply voltage condi-
tions. Nevertheless, the unbalanced voltage conditions oc-
cur frequently in the input supply, particularly in a weak
ac system. The performance of the PWM rectifier dete-
riorates due to the presence of negative sequence voltage
component under the unbalanced input voltage conditions.
Two approaches are feasible to eliminate the harmonics ap-
pearing at the output dc link voltage. One approach is to
use a bulky filter capacitor to remove the ripples in the
output voltage, however, it would slow down the dynamic
response of the PWM boost rectifier [1]. The other alter-

native is to use active control methods to minimize the
harmonics so that small size input/output filters can be
used, which would improve the dynamic response of the
PWM rectifier [2]-[4].

Over the past few years, extensive studies on the active
control methods have been carried out to improve the dy-
namic response of the PWM rectifier under the unbalanced
supply voltage conditions [2]-[5]. Most of them are em-
ployed to regulate the dc link voltage based on a linearized
plant model around a given operating point. However,
due to the high nonlinearities in the system, the desired
transient performance of PWM rectifier cannot be guaran-
teed globally. In order to improve the performance of the
converter, nonlinear control approaches such as Lyapunov-
based control [6], passivity-based control [7] have been uti-
lized to build the model with global stability but at the
cost of the complexity.

In this paper, based on the mathematical model of the
three phase PWM rectifier in the positive and negative ro-
tating synchronous frames [8], a simple cascaded PI con-
trol scheme has been developed by using singular pertur-
bation method [9]-[11]. This method induces the concept
of the two-time-scale motions in the closed-loop system,
namely, the fast motion sub-system and the slow motion
sub-system [13]. By ensuring stability conditions imposed
on the fast and slow modes and by maintaining sufficiently
large mode separation rate, the controllers with fast dy-
namics for the inner current loop and the outer voltage
loop can be obtained. Validation of the proposed scheme
is carried out through experimental studies on a 1.6 kVA
laboratory based PWM rectifier.
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II. Modeling of Three Phase Boost PWM

Converter Under Unbalanced Supply

Voltage Conditions

Fig. 1. Three phase PWM AC-DC boost rectifier circuit

Fig. 1 shows the power circuit configuration of a three
phase PWM AC-DC boost rectifier. It is assumed that
the converter is feeding a resistive load. If zero-sequence
voltage is assumed to be absent, then the system can be re-
solved into the positive and negative rotating space vectors
in the synchronous frame, respectively.

Therefore, the system can be expressed in the positive
and negative rotating synchronous d-q frame as,
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where the variables e, i and S represent the supply volt-
age, current and average switching function, respectively.
Superscripts p and n designate the positive-sequence and
the negative-sequence, respectively, and subscripts d and q

represent the same in the rotating d-q frame.
At the dc link side, the dynamics of the dc output volt-

age under the generalized supply voltage conditions can be
presented as [8],
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The equation (2) gives the complete picture about the
dc link voltage variation of the PWM rectifier. When it
works under the balanced operating condition, vdc only
contains the average dc quantity with all the negative se-
quence components being maintained at zero. While under

the unbalanced operating conditions, it leads to the pres-
ence of the second-order harmonic component at the output
of the rectifier due to the presence of the negative sequence
components both in current (ind and inq ) as well as average
switching function (Sn

d and Sn
q ) as can be seen from the

second term in (2).

III. Control Scheme

Based on the analysis of the mathematical model, it can
be concluded that in order to improve the performance of
the three phase PWM rectifier under unbalanced supply
voltage conditions, the ultimate goal of the control strategy
is to cancel the second order harmonic component in vdc

to generate the required constant dc output voltage.

In the equation (2), the variables at the dc side can be
replaced by the sum of dc and ac signals as vdc = vdc +
Δvdc and idc = idc + Δidc. And the dc signals vdc and idc

are represented as the average value of the dc side voltage
and current. Finally, by solving the differential equation
(2) and neglecting the exponentially decaying term, the ac
components of the dc link voltage can be derived as (3)
according to [8],
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Rdc

√
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dc
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The second order harmonic term appears as a ripple in
the dc link voltage under the unbalanced supply voltage
conditions, whose amplitude is decided by the value of M

and N . Therefore, only when the conditions, M = 0 and
N = 0, are satisfied, a constant dc output voltage can be
maintained. In the mean time, the output power should
meet the load requirement and the power factor on the
line side should be close to unity.

To achieve this goal, the control laws can be deduced
from the following three points:

1. the input average active power P in
o determines the out-

put power, and the dc link voltage level as well;
2. the average input reactive power Qin

o exchanged between
the utility source and the rectifier together with load de-
termines the input power factor; and
3. the conditions M = 0 and N = 0 decide that the output
dc link voltage is ripple-free.

Therefore, the control laws can be expressed by a set of
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Fig. 2. Cascaded control block diagram of three phase PWM AC-DC boost rectifier

four linear equations in a matrix form as the following [8],
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where kpf =
√

1−pf2

pf , during the unity power factor oper-
ation, kpf is equal to zero, and Sp

d , Sp
q , Sp

d and Sn
q are the

switching signals obtained in the previous step.
The whole control block diagram of the cascaded dual

frame current regulator with a voltage regulator is shown
in Fig. 2. Since the output average active power Pout is
delivered from ac supply side and is decided by the dc link
voltage level, the reference input average active power P in

o

can be obtained from the outer voltage control loop. Then
the estimation of the input average active power can be
used in the reference current calculation according to (6).
The current control calculation algorithm is implemented
in the current reference calculating block of the control
scheme to provide the four reference commands (ip∗d , ip∗q ,
ip∗n , ip∗n ) for the inner current control loop. The inner loop
is made up of two parallel positive and negative sequence
d-q synchronous frame current regulators. The details of
the design procedure for the outer voltage loop and the
inner current loop will be discussed in Section-IV.

IV. Cascaded Controller Design by Using

Singular Perturbation Method

Conventionally, PI parameter selection for the cascaded
control loop is based on the linearized model at a fixed op-
erating point [12]. However, due to the nonlinearity of the
PWM rectifier, it is difficult to obtain the plant transfer

function and to utilize the traditional method described in
[12] to derive the gains from the analytical point of view.
This paper uses the singular perturbation method to de-
velop the cascaded PI control scheme, which deliberately
induces the two-time-scale motions in the closed-loop sys-
tem and ensures stability conditions for the fast-motion
sub-system (FMS) and slow-motion sub-system (SMS), re-
spectively.

Let the tracking error be defined as e = x∗ − x, where
the variable x represents the positive and negative sequence
currents in the d-q rotating frame or the output dc link
voltage and x∗ is the corresponding desired reference signal.
The desired tracking error behavior is governed by,

ė = −λe (5)

In accordance with the singular perturbation design
methodology in [13], the controller can be designed as,

μu̇ = k(λe + ė) (6)

where μ is a small positive parameter, λ is the time con-
stant of the tracking error (λ > 0) and k is a gain selected
to ensure the fast motions stability condition. This control
law (6) can be expressed in terms of transfer functions of
a conventional PI controller,

u(s) =
[
kλ

μs
+

k

μ

]
e(s) (7)

The control parameters μ, λ and k should be selected such
that the closed-loop system would provide (1) the FMS
and SMS stability; (2) the desired degree of time-scale sep-
aration between fast and slow motions. As a result, PI
controller gains would be decided.

A. Inner Current Loop

Following the conventional method, the inner current
loop is made up of two parallel positive and negative se-
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of inner current loop and dq-axes decoupler

for the positive sequence

quence d-q synchronous frame current regulators. The pos-
itive sequence d-q components (ipd, ipq) are controlled in the
positive synchronous rotating frame as shown in Fig. 3,
on the other hand, the negative sequence d-q components
(ind , inq ) are controlled in the negative synchronous rotat-
ing frame. The voltages ep

d, ep
q , en

d , en
q obtained from the

fundamental supply voltages are used as the signals in the
current decoupling terms to compensate some part of the
effect from the supply voltage harmonics. After decoupling
all the nonlinear items in the model (1), the dynamics of
the positive and negative sequence currents ipd, ipq , ind and
inq can be simplified as (8),

i̇ = −R

L
i +

vdc

L
S (8)

where the variables i and S represent the positive and nega-
tive sequence component of the average current and the av-
erage value of switching function in the d-q rotating frame,
respectively.

Using (8) and (6), the equations of the closed-loop sys-
tem can be given by,

ėi = i̇∗ +
R

L
i − vdc

L
S (9)

μiṠ = ki(λiei + i̇∗ +
R

L
i − vdc

L
S) (10)

From the standard singular perturbation form in (9) and
(10), the two-time-scale motions are induced as μi → 0.
Hence, the FMS can be obtained as,

μiṠ = −kivdc

L
S + ki(λiei + i̇∗ +

R

L
i) (11)

Since the variables i, i∗ and vdc are in the SMS, they can
be treated as the frozen variables during the transients in
(11) and TFMS,i = μiL

kivdc
is the time constant of the fast

motion subsystem of the inner current loop.
Assume that the control gain ki has been selected such

that the FMS (11) is stable as well as time-scale decompo-
sition is maintained in the closed-loop system. Hence, after

the rapid decay of transients in (11), we have the steady
state (more precisely, quasi-steady state) of the FMS (11),
where u(t) = us(t) and

us = S =
Lλiei + Li̇∗ + Ri

vdc
(12)

where S is the nonlinear inverse dynamics solution. The
subscript i represents the variables for the inner current
loop.

Substitution of (12) into (9) yields the slow-motion sub-
system (SMS) equations in the form (5). Hence, after the
damping of fast transients, the desired tracking error be-
havior is fulfilled despite of the different value of system
parameters R and L. The time constant of the slow motion
subsystem TSMS,i is 1/λi. Note that the degree of time-
scale separation ηi can be estimated by the ratio of SMS
time constant to the FMS time constant, that is ηi = kivdc

Lμiλi
.

In order to get the fast current performance in response
to the switching change, the time constant TFMS,i of the
current controller should be be very small, 2.5 × 10−6s.
Taking the system parameters of the circuit as R = 0.3Ω,
Rdc = 225Ω, L = 0.005H and C = 200μF , and the pos-
itive parameter μi = 0.001, the control parameter ki is

Lμi

TF MS,ivdc
, that is 2/vdc. While the time constant TSMS,i

decides the response of current, which is as the electrical
variable and is limited to 0.01s. Hence, the desired degree
of time-scale separation is given as ηi = 500. Then, from
the above, the corresponding value of λi is 100.

B. Outer Voltage Loop

The complete control system in Fig. 2 can be simplified
into two cascaded control blocks, namely, the inner loop
current controller and the outer loop voltage controller, as
shown in Fig. 4. The desired dc link output voltage is v∗dc.
The output of the voltage controller provides the desired
current reference i∗dc, which would be used to decide the
current reference i∗ for each inner positive and negative
sequence current controller. The load change of the PWM
rectifier can be represented by the varying the resistance
Rdc as the external disturbance.

Assuming that the current idc = i∗dc in the average sense
for the stationary oscillations in the FMS, the behavior of
vdc can be approximately described by the simple format
of the dc link voltage as (13), where idc is the new control
variable, vdc is the new output variable.

v̇dc = − 1
CRdc

vdc +
1
C

idc (13)

Therefore, the equation of the outer voltage loop can be
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of the closed-loop system with the inner current loops and outer voltage loop.

summarized as,

ėv = v̇∗dc +
1

CRdc
vdc − 1

C
idc (14)

μv i̇dc = kv(λvev + v̇∗dc +
1

CRdc
vdc − 1

C
idc) (15)

This standard singular perturbation form in (14) and (15)
would induce the two-time-scale motions when μv → 0.
Correspondingly, the equation for the FMS can be written
as,

μv i̇dc = −kv

C
idc + kv(λvev + v̇∗dc +

1
CRdc

vdc) (16)

where the subscript v represents the variables for the outer
voltage loop. The variables vdc and v∗dc are treated as the
frozen variables during the transients in (16) and TFMS,v =
μvC/kv is the time constant of the FMS of the outer voltage
loop.

By using the similar design procedures for the current
controller, the corresponding SMS can be obtained as,

ėv = −v̇dc = −λv(v∗dc − vdc) = −λvev (17)

Where v�
dc = const. The time constant of the SMS TSMS,v

is 1/λv. The degree of time-scale separation ηv can be
estimated as kv

Cμvλv
.

For the outer loop, the output of the controller is the
reference current. It is not desired to have a high inrush
current when the step change is required. Hence, the re-
sponse of the outer loop should be much slower than the
inner loop and the time constant TFMS,v of the voltage
controller can be set as 5× 10−3s. Taking the positive pa-
rameter as μv = 0.001, the control parameter kv is Cμv

TF MS,i
,

that is 4× 10−5. Since the voltage response is expected to
be as fast as possible, the time constant of SMS, TSMS,v is
set to be 0.02s. Therefore, the desired degree of time-scale
separation ηv = 4 and the control parameter λv is 50.

V. Experimental Results

To verify the feasibility of the proposed control scheme,
experiments were conducted under the distorted and unbal-
anced supply voltage operating conditions. The complete

control scheme was implemented on a dSPACE platform
(DS1104). The DSP processor TI TMS320F240 was em-
ployed with 10 kHz sampling rate in the control board. The
IGBT module adopted the symmetric PWM modulation
with 20 kHz switching frequency. The system parameters
used in the experimental platform for the conventional PI
controller and the proposed singular perturbation scheme
are summarized in Table I.

TABLE I

Parameters Used In the Experiment

Parameters Value Parameters Value

R 0.3 Ω Rdc 225 Ω
L 0.005 H C 200 μF
Erms 80 V Vdc,ref 400 V
Kpc 4 Kic 250
Kpv 0.03 Kiv 4.59
μv 0.001 μi 0.001
kv 4 × 10−5 ki 2/vdc

λv 50 λi 100

Fig. 5 shows the performance of the proposed control
scheme when the amplitude of phase c drops by 15 V from
80 V (rms). It is noted that by employing the dual frame
current controller the three-phase current waveforms are
almost sinusoidal and the dc link voltage vdc is almost flat.
The ripple component in vdc has been reduced from 17% in
the open-loop control to 0.78% with the proposed closed-
loop control.

When the three phase supply voltages are unbalanced,
two phase voltages are 80V (rms) and the amplitude of
phase c drops to 65V (rms), the dc reference voltage is a
step-change from 250V to 300V, Figs. 6-7 compare the dy-
namic performances of PWM rectifier with a dual rotating
frame controller designed by two different methods such as
(1) tradition PI controller design method [12], (2) singular
perturbation method. The two methods as shown in the
both figures can ensure the constant dc link voltage under
the unbalanced supply voltage operating conditions. Fig. 6
show the response of the dc link output voltage and the line
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Fig. 5. Experimental result of dc link voltage, phase a input voltage

and current by using a dual rotating d-q frame controller

side current ipq by using the traditional cascaded dual frame
controller. The settling time can be defined as the time re-
quired to reach and stay within the range of 2% of the final
value. We can see that the settling time of the step change
is around 100ms and the overshoot is around 45% when the
tradition PI controller has been implemented. While by
using the singular perturbation method to design the dual
frame cascaded controller parameters as shown in Fig. 7,
the settling time is shorten to 30ms and the overshoot can
be minimized with the same rise time as in Fig. 6.

Therefor, by properly designing the time constants for
the FMS and SMS of the voltage and current loops, the
singular perturbation method provide improved dynamic
response of the PWM rectifier under unbalanced supply
voltage condition.

VI. Conclusions

This paper presents the design procedures of the dual
frame cascaded controller for the three phase PWM boost
rectifier under unbalanced supply voltage conditions. The
singular perturbation method has been used to develop
the cascaded rotating d-q dual frame control scheme for
PWM rectifier. By using this method, two-time-scale mo-
tions, namely, fast motion sub-system and slow motion
sub-system, are induced in the closed-loop system. To en-
sure the stability conditions imposed on the fast and slow

modes, sufficiently large mode separation rate by select-
ing the control law parameters, the closed-loop system can
achieve the desired output transient performances and it
is also insensitive to the nonlinearities of the system and
the variations in the parameters. Experimental test results
provided on a 1.6 kVA laboratory based PWM rectifier val-
idate that the singular perturbation method provide the
improved dynamic response of the PWM rectifier under
unbalanced supply voltage conditions by properly design-
ing the time constant for the FMS and SMS of the voltage
and current loop.
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